The company

Elina Pilates is the manufacturer of some of the best Pilates equipment currently on the international market.

Our products are designed to contribute the safety and comfort required for the Pilates practice.

Our equipment is robust, elegant and of great durability. A great number of professionals worldwide have worked and contributed their knowledge to the design and functionality of our equipment.

We use the best materials and continuous quality control in all manufacturing processes. This does not prevent us from offering the best prices of any high quality Pilates equipment on the market.

Born in Europe, Elina products are now present all over the world.
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ELITE REFORMER

It stands out as the first stackable Wood Reformer on the market and incorporates innovative systems such as the quick change of positions of foot bar positions, spring bar and pulleys. Likewise, it has front and rear stability straps, and offers an extra smooth gliding.

Characteristics
- Top quality rock maple wood.
- Stainless steel metal parts.
- Smooth and silent gliding.
- Adjustable 4 position shoulder straps, easy to adapt to each user.
- Springs:
  - 2 strong red springs.
  - 2 medium green springs.
  - 2 light yellow springs.
- Set of padded double handles for foot and hand and one set of padded handles.
- Pulley bars with quick height change.
- Foot bar with quick change of positions.
- Stackable, with wheels for easy transport.
- Includes the Jump Table and Box.
- Different upholstery colors.

Measures
- Length: 255 cm
- Width: 76 cm
- Weight: 85kg
- Bed’s height: 39.5cm
ELITE REFORMER WITH TOWER

ELN 300006

Same characteristics as ELITE REFORMER, adding the tower’s components:

- Stainless steel tower, easily removable.
- Mat to cover the reformer’s surface. Very light.
- Adjustable stretching bar with safety strap.
- Short cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Long cadillac springs: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Roll-down wooden bar.
- 1 pair of simple quilted cotton handles for feet.
- Different upholstery colors.

Measures:
Length: 255 cm.
Bed’s height: 39.5 cm.
Total height with tower: 202 cm.
Width: 76 cm.
Weight: 85 kg.
WOOD REFORMER

A dynamic and very comfortable machine. Ideal for studios looking for the cozy atmosphere that wood provides. Made of maple wood and stainless steel. Perfect stability and very resistant.

Characteristics

- Removable shoulders.
- Removable quick-release pulley rear bars.
- Silent and soft bed sliding system.
- Adjustable headrest in 3 positions.
- Adjustable foot bar in 4 positions.
- Springs: 1 yellow (light), 2 green (medium), 2 red (strong).
- Cotton handles. One set of double handles + one set of handles with foam padded handle.
- Adjustable stability tape.
- Includes the Jump Board and Box.
- Different upholstery colors.

Wood Reformer
ELN 100002

Physio Wood Reformer
ELN 100003

Measures

- Length: 230 cm
- Width: 59 cm
- Weight: 70 kg
- Bed’s height: 33 cm

Measures

- Length: 230 cm
- Width: 59 cm
- Weight: 80 kg
- Bed’s height: 48 cm
WOOD REFORMER WITH TOWER

Same characteristics as WOOD REFORMER, adding the tower’s components.

- Stainless steel tower, easily removable.
- Mat to cover the reformer’s surface. Very light.
- Adjustable stretching bar with safety strap.
- Short cadillac springs with grips:
  - 2 yellow (light)
  - 2 green (medium).
- Long cadillac springs:
  - 2 yellow (light)
  - 2 green (medium).
- Roll-down wooden bar.
- 1 pair of simple quilted cotton handles for feet.
- Different upholstery colors.

Wood Reformer with tower
ELN 300004

Physio Wood Reformer with tower
ELN 300005

Measures

**Wood Reformer with tower**
- **Length:** 234 cm
- **Width:** 69 cm
- **Tower height:** 202 cm
- **Bed’s height:** 33 cm

**Physio Wood Reformer with tower**
- **Length:** 234 cm
- **Width:** 69 cm
- **Tower height:** 218 cm
- **Bed’s height:** 48 cm
ALUMINUM REFORMER

The most versatile model of Elina Pilates. Possibility to perform infinity exercises with the highest precision and safety. Reinforced structure in anodized aluminum. Possibility to stack it horizontally or leave it upright.

Characteristics

- Adjustable and removable pulleys.
- Silent and soft bed sliding system.
- Padded cotton handles: 1 set of double handles and 1 set of handles with hard foam handle.
- Springs: 1 yellow (light), 2 green (medium), 2 red (strong).
- Adjustable foot bar in 4 positions, padded.
- Removable shoulder pads with restraint system.
- Stability tape.
- Possibility of incorporating the tower later.
- Includes the Jump Table and the Box.
- Different upholstery colors.
- Length: 230 cm.
- Width: 59 cm.
- Bed's size: 91 x 59 cm.

Aluminum Reformer HL3
ELN 200003

Bed's height: 42 cm
Weight: 65 kg
ALUMINUM REFORMER

**Aluminum Reformer HL1**
ELN 200001
Bed's height: 22 cm
Weight: 62 kg

**Aluminum Reformer HL2**
ELN 200002
Bed's height: 27 cm
Weight: 65 kg

**Aluminum Reformer HL4**
ELN 200004
Bed's height: 62 cm
Weight: 70 kg
ALUMINUM REFORMER WITH TOWER

Our Aluminum Reformers with Tower are the only ones in the market that can be stacked horizontally without having to remove the tower. With a modern line, it incorporates the latest technological advances. The ideal reformer for studios and clubs looking for versatility and practicality.

Characteristics

Same characteristics as the Aluminum Reformers, but it also includes:
- Aluminum folding tower, with vertical movement throughout the spring grip guide.
- Extra pulley set in the tower.
- Mat to cover the reformer’s surface. Very light.
- Adjustable stretching bar with safety strap.
- Short cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Long cadillac springs: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Roll-down wooden bar.
- 1 pair of simple quilted cotton handless for feet.
- Tower’s weight: 20 kg.
- Different upholstery colors.

Aluminum Reformer HL3 with tower

ELN 400003

Bed’s height: 42 cm

Total height with tower: 196.5 cm.

Tower’s measures: 205 x 71 cm.
ALUMINIUM REFORMER WITH TOWER

Aluminum Reformer HL1 with tower

ELN 400001
Bed’s height: 22 cm
Tower’s measures: 185 x 71 cm.
Total height with tower: 176.5 cm.

Aluminum Reformer HL2 with tower

ELN 400002
Bed’s height: 27 cm
Tower’s measures: 190 x 71 cm.
Total height with tower: 181.5 cm.

Aluminum Reformer HL4 with tower

ELN 400004
Bed’s height: 62 cm
Tower’s measures: 225 x 71 cm.
Total height with tower: 216.5 cm.
ELN 300002

Made of first quality American Rock Maple Wood. Perfect stability, very resistant. All metal parts in stainless steel and anodized aluminum. Upholstered leather bed with very long durability, specially developed for our products. High density EVA foam padding, very comfortable, ideal for Pilates. Meets environmental regulations.
The cadillac includes:

- Horizontal and vertical movement bars, with fast adjustment system.
- Stretch bar in stainless steel with rubber grip and padded protection. With safety strap. For upper and lower springs. Adjustable in 3 positions.
- Wooden trapeze bar with sheltered protection; covered springs for safety; hanging cinch.
- Short cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium) and 2 red (strong).
- Long cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Roll-down bar made of solid maple wood.
- Two simple padded cotton grips.
- Two Fuzzies grips, very soft.
- Stability tape.
- Measures: 217x69x217 cm. (height/width/length).
- Different upholstery colors.

Measures

Length: 234.5 cm
Width: 77 cm.
Interior width Reformer: 68.5 cm.
Interior length Reformer: 211.5 cm.
Bed's height: 58.5 cm.
Weigth: 108 cm.
The Cadillac Reformer is made of premium American Rock Maple Wood. Very resistant. All metal parts in stainless steel and anodized aluminum. Upholstered leather bed with very long durability, specially developed for our products. High density EVA foam padding, very comfortable, ideal for Pilates. Meets environmental regulations.
The Cadillac includes

- Double mat to completely cover the surface. Very light.
- Horizontal and vertical movement bars, with quick adjustment system.
- Stainless steel stretching bar with rubber grip and padded protection. With safety strap. For upper and lower springs. Adjustable in 3 positions.
- Wooden trapeze bar with sheltered protection; covered springs for safety, hanging cinch.
- Short cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium) and 2 red (strong).
- Long cadillac springs with grips: 2 yellow (light), 2 green (medium).
- Roll-down bar of solid beech wood.
- 1 pair of simple padded cotton grips.
- 1 pair of Fuzzies grips, very soft.
- Stability tape.

The Reformer includes:

- Removable shoulder pads with quick-release clamping system.
- Adjustable headrest in 3 positions, with special EVA foam more comfortable.
- 4 position adjustable foot bar with foam cover.
- Adjustable ropes with grips included.
- Springs: 1 yellow (light), 2 green (medium), 2 red (strong).
- Padded cotton handles.
- 1 set of double handles, 1 set of handles with hard foam handle.
- Padded extension strap.
- Foot platform with non-slip surface.
- Includes the Jump Table and the Box.
- Bed’s measures: 240x69x218 cm. (height/width/length).
- Bed’s height: 71 cm.
- Different upholstery colors.

 Measures

Length: 218 cm.
Width: 77 cm.
Tower’s height: 212 cm.
Bed’s height: 58.5 cm.
Weight: 169 kg.
It is a unique machine that is characterized by its versatility, being also an excellent option for those who need to take advantage of space.

5 MACHINES IN ONE
Cadillac + Ped-Pull + Leaning Platform + Ballet Bar + Training in suspension

ONNE
Experience has always been a determining factor when creating innovative Pilates machines and, in the development of the ONNE Wall Board, it has been more important than ever. The combination of the experience of the well-known Pilates trainer Eva Espuelas and the know-how in the manufacture of Elina Pilates have resulted in a new machine capable of satisfying the needs of the most demanding. Versatility, elegant design, dimensions, adaptability and ease of use are just some of the features that can define this unique 100% Spanish manufacturing product.

Revolutionizing the concept of the traditional Wall Board, the use of space offered by ONNE allows Pilates machines to carry out the work of larger groups, as well as incorporating new elements that multiply the functionalities of its use, offering the user the possibility to enjoy 5 machines in one.

In addition to its careful aesthetics and systems of adaptability to the specific measures of each person and training, ONNE is a unique machine that incorporates performance for the work of different machines such as the Cadillac, PED-PULL, leaning platform, ballet bar and training in suspension, obtaining with all of them an exceptional performance, since all the training components are worked on.
WALL BOARD ONNE

Among the new elements that it incorporates, they are outlined:

LEANING PLATFORM:
maximizes results because it provides the realization of exercises in this plane making them more complex depending on the degree of inclination to be exploited, getting adaptations that can’t be developed in the ground. This platform is easy to store and clean, and its anti-slip mat can be putted and removed simply.

BAR OF BALLET:
cylindrical piece of wood that allows making muscle-building exercises and helps to the correct placement of posture.

BELT:
element that can be used to perform work in suspension. The ONNE Wall Board, manufactured with the best materials and the characteristic quality of Elina Pilate’s products, is a solution that saves space, providing the user with the possibility of performing countless exercises on a single machine.

Manufactured in wood and aluminum, ONNE is fully adjustable and ready to be anchored on the wall. It includes:

Characteristics

- Wall Board.
- Wooden mat table with anti-slip mat and adjustable support.
- Ballet bar adjustable in height.
- Roll-down bar.
- Adjustable Push bar.
- Adjustable Ped-Pull.
- Hanger for springs and accessories.
- Adjustable height spring grip.
- Complete Set of springs (2 light lengths + 2 medium shorts + 2 small ones).
- Complete Set of grips (handles and padded handles).
- Adjustable clamping strap.

Measures

68,5 cm x 181,5 cm x 16,5 cm.

ELN 300021
BASIC: without ballet bar and without mat table.

ELN 300022
FULL EQUIP: with ballet bar and mat table.
Elina Pilates’ Wall Units are one of the most requested products by the classic Pilates studios. Manufactured with high quality and durability materials. Covered with special leather for Pilates. Structure of reinforced wood, very resistant. Anti-slip, ecofriendly materials. High density Eva filling. Very comfortable. Wall Unit Pilates is the ideal machine for the practice of Pilates in places where we have little space.

**Tower**

- Stainless steel tower, easily removable.
- Anodized aluminum stretching bar with rubber grip and padded protection. With safety strap. For upper and lower springs. Adjustable in 3 positions.
- Complete set of springs.
- Complete set of grips.
- Roll-down bar of solid beech wood.
- Stability sling.
- Wooden bar.
- Tower measures: 215x69 cm.
- Different upholstery colors.

**Measures**

Tower’s measures: 215x69 cm.
Bed’s measures: 220x63x18.5 cm.
Box’s measures: 30x42x18.5 cm.
Weight: 48 kg.
PILATES CHAIRS

Manufactured with high quality materials. They have been designed under the guidelines of the best Pilates professionals from around the world. Made of high quality wood. Perfect stability. Removable and adjustable handles to 127 cm, 119 cm, and 11 cm. All metal parts made of stainless steel or strong anodized aluminum.

Characteristics

- System of anchoring springs in the rear bar in different positions.
- Chair springs: 2 medium resistance - green, 2 high resistance - red.
- Feet with padding, can work separately or together.
- With wheels for easy transportation.
- All models include elastic straps with handles for resistance exercises.
- Seat dimensions: 61x35 cm.
- Base dimensions: 77x61 cm.
- Different upholstery colors.

ELITE COMBO CHAIR

ELN 400010

Special padded.
With innovative system of side and bottom springs for reverse resistance work.
Weight: 39 kg.

COMBO CHAIR WOODEN BASE

ELN 400011

Traditional chair with solid wooden base.
Weight: 37 kg.

COMBO CHAIR STEEL BASE

ELN 400012

Light chair and, at the same time, very resistant.
Black steel base.
Weight: 36 kg.
BARRELLS

WOOD LADDER BARREL

ELN 450011
Adjustable length: 100-120 cm. Total dimensions: 95x120 cm.
Barrel's dimensions: 55x88 cm. Weight: 31 kg.
Different upholstery colors.

STEEL BASE LADDER BARRELL

ELN 450010
Adjustable length: 100-120 cm. Total dimensions: 95x120 cm.
Barrel's dimensions: 55x88 cm. Weight: 31 kg.
Different upholstery colors.

HOLLOW ARCH

ELN 450040
Measures: 54x57x18 cm.
Weight: 3.5 Kg.
Different upholstery colors.

ARCH

ELN 450025
Measures: 48.5x 43.5x 18 cm.
Weight: 4 kg.
Different upholstery colors.
BARRELLS

ELITE SPINE CORRECTOR

ELN 450021
Measures: 74x46,5x33 cm.
Weight: 9.5 Kg.
Different upholstery colors.

SPINE CORRECTOR

ELN 450020
Measures: 79x45x32 cm.
Weight: 11.5 kg.
Different upholstery colors.

3 IN 1 SPINE CORRECTOR

ELN 450030
Barrel’s length: 74 cm. Barrel’s width: 48 cm.
Barrel’s height: 24-28-32 cm. Weight: 24 kg.
Different upholstery colors.

SPINE SUPPORTER

ELN 450035
With handles. Special pregnant Pilates.
Measures: 80x41x42 cm.
Weight: 8 kg.
Different upholstery colors.

TRIANGLE

ELN 450045
Measures: 80x41x35 cm.
Weight: 7 kg.
Different upholstery colors.